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FRUNERGY is a delicious alternative to well-known energy drinks, ideal for all 
those who need a power kick but prefer natural, fruity flavors. 
FRUNERGY contains Up to 20% FRUit ExtRacts and NatURal caFFEiNE FRom GREEN 
coFFEE bEaNs which makes the energy effect smoother and long-lasting. 

our extensive market research* has proven that there is a huge demand for the 
effect of energy drinks, however at the same time many customers just don’t like 
the classic energy drinks’ taste. this target group is defined by men of 25-35 years 
old and women, 22-40 years old, of average and higher income. in order to meet 
the needs of this specific group we have come up with a completely new energy 
drink formula, combining great energy effect with unique fruity taste in FoUR  
amaziNG coloR EditioNs. frunergy is thus a perfect extension of a classic energy 
drink range and yet another kEY paRt oF YoUR salEs sUccEss.

with FRUNERGY you can stay up and going, full of delicious fruity power.
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feel in need of a power kick? put off by the taste of a classic energy drink? here’s 
something for you! FRUNERGY piNk is a new delightful fruity drink with extra  
caffeine from natural green coffee beans – a perfect combination of a great taste 
and energy. with its grapefruit freshness and joyous color FRUNERGY piNk will 
cheer you up and make your daily challenges light and easy. just let yourself  
indulge with the power of pink fruit! 

are you ready for a completely new taste experience? want to invite a bit of summer 
energy to your everyday? try FRUNERGY oRaNGE, a new edition of your favorite 
fruity energy drink! you will be amazed by its intensive flavor and feel enlivened 
with a shot of caffeine from natural green coffee beans. no more compromises – 
energy can taste just great! just FRUNERGY oRaNGE – and the day goes live!

time to introduce a new member of frunergy family, chic and exquisite FRUNERGY 
GREEN, full of apple power. FRUNERGY GREEN is a new image of a classic flavor 
combining well-known apple taste with exotic fruit mixture and supplemented 
with energy from green coffee beans. just taste it, feel delighted and let the fruity 
power work!

all the rainbow tastes and colors seem too mild and delicate? craving for 
something really forceful? try FRUNERGY black, a naughty and delicious fruity 
power! the heart of FRUNERGY black is black forest fruit, alluring pitahaya and 
long-standing energy. give it a try and grasp your day in a delicious moment of 
self-indulgence!

* pcm research, 09/2012, 2500+ participants, gsa
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